perks, most notably the acquiring of new player skills. This is where ISK ultimately derives its value. ISK is the only "good" in the Eve universe that doesn't need to be transported; players can access their account and make transactions from anywhere in the galaxy. New ISK enters the game when players engage in activities that are rewarded by the game with a payment of ISK. The sources of new ISK are called faucets. Money exits the game when players are charged ISK by the game in exchange for certain benefits. These are called sinks. The largest ISK faucet in Eve is Bounty Prices which players receive for defeating (non-player) pirates.The largest ISK sink in Eve are the skills that players need to buy before they can use most items in the game. An imbalance between ISK generation and ISK removal (for example when players create more isk through faucets than is being taken out of the game through sinks) will affect prices and the money supply.
Risks
Eve Online is considered to have a high "death penalty" compared to other games. In MMO's, the concept of death penalty covers the consequences of being killed in the game. Many games are very forgiving, as players generally don't enjoy being punished for making a mistake. In World of Warcraft, for example, characters that die will respawn (= return to the game) without any consequences other than losing a couple of minutes of game time. In EVE, when your ship is destroyed, it is permanently gone, along with much of your cargo. The resulting attrition of ships and modules creates a constant need for industrialists to produce new ships and new modules. This cycle of production and destruction is in a large part what drives the economy of Eve Online.
Another risk which only exists in the conquerable space of nullsec are the consequences of the loss of territory. Stations in conquerable space are only accessible to the current owners of that space. When a station system is conquered, players of the alliance that lost the system lose access to anything they have stored inside the station. Often, such an event goes accompanied by fire sales, and the players who are about to lose access to their goods sell these at considerably lowered prices.
Modules
In EVE all modules share two characteristics that are observable by all players yet add no functional benefit to the module. The first is the rarity of the module, which can be observed by looking at market volumes. Any positive effect of rarity on prices within a class of differentiated products cannot be attributed to the dynamics of supply and demand alone. When two products are identical in quality yet different in price, rational buyers should always prefer the cheaper alternative. This would cause demand to shift to the cheaper substitute, until an equilibrium is reached where both prices are the same even though their supply may be different. Economists refer to this as the non-arbitrage condition of any economic equilibrium (38) . If rarity is found significant for the price while controlling for functional quality, it implies that item's rarity confers non-functional value to its owner, which we include as broadly construed social value.
The second social variable appears as a color-coded marker informing players where each module fits in the overall quality hierarchy within a module class (see Figure S1 ). The quality spectrum is subdivided into six ranges of so-called meta groups: Tech I (for the most basic modules), Tech II, Storyline, Faction, Deadspace, and Officer (the most exclusive). Figure S1 : How meta groups values of modules appear to players in the game.
The meta groups are highly correlated with functional quality by design (e.g., see Table S4 ). However, there is a large amount of heterogeneity in our dataset. Significant overlap of functional characteristics occurs between neighboring meta groups, meaning modules from different meta groups can have comparable functional characteristics. Storyline modules even tend to have slightly worse functional characteristics than the lower Tech II modules. And the two most exclusive groups (Deadspace and Officer modules) are designed to overlap in terms of functional quality. This choice by the developers of the game has created what amounts to a natural experiment, whereby 39 pairs of modules exhibit identical functional qualities despite different social categories.
Considering rational consumers and market equilibrium one would expect comparable market prices for these modules of identical functional quality. Yet the difference in price is huge, and systematically in favor of the top Officer category: on average players pay 7 times more for the top Officer module, with a minimum of 2 times more. This price difference can only be understood as a social value premium: players pay for the social status of an item in addition to (or apart from) how good the item is in terms of functional quality.
Data
All the data that used in the estimations are in Tables S1 to S17. These tables can be used for reproduction. We derived these data ourselves from external websites. The historic price data and volumes are made available the CCP itself on https://eve-marketdata.com/. The data on the functional qualities of the items in the module classes we study can be found in https://www.evemarkethelper.net/MarketBrowser/9-ship-equipment and https://everef.net/categories/7. Alternatively opening a free trial account also gives immediate and free access to all data on functional qualities 
